Standing Up for Investors: Lou Harvey Featured in Change Makers and Their Stories Podcast

(Marborough MA, January 20, 2022) “Investors know what their own best interests are—and financial institutions need to do a better job of listening,” says Lou Harvey, founder of the market research firm DALBAR Inc. In the latest episode of the podcast Change Makers and Their Stories, he describes how he stumbled into the investment business nearly a half-century ago and the battles he has fought on behalf of the investor.

Change Makers and Their Stories is produced and hosted by Carpenter Group, a New York City-based creative agency that helps major global financial institutions, professional services firms and fintech companies build a strategic advantage for their brands. Launched late last year, the podcast brings to life the stories behind the disruptors, innovators and thought leaders driving change in industry, finance, science and the arts.

Regulatory initiatives are often based on the belief “that the investment professionals, the attorneys, the compliance officers or the institutions actually know what every investor’s best interest is,” Harvey says. “But this thinking is inherently flawed, because every investor’s best interest is different.” Since founding DALBAR Inc 1976, Harvey has been hailed for his contributions to elevating the level of excellence in the financial and regulatory industry and for his persistent advocacy on behalf of investors.

“It’s been my privilege to know Lou for a long time,” says Carpenter Group founder Polly Carpenter. “In his quiet way he has been in the vanguard of the effort to protect investors’ best interests—an inspiration to those who have worked with him and a disruptor in the best sense of the word.”

Listen Now – Change Makers Episode 4
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